This paper proposes a conceptually simple strategy for adaptive subdivision of unified subdivision surfaces with sharp features. A key feature of the proposed adaptive subdivision algorithms is that it follows exactly the same rule of the respective subdivision, which ensures correct evaluation of both refined control vertices and the corresponding limit positions. Another important feature is that it provides a universal API for unified subdivision surfaces with sharp features. 
INTRODUCTION
Subdivision surfaces are capable of defining a complex engineering object as a single surface using a control mesh or arbitrary topology. Crease features, such as sharp edges, corners and darts, can also be easily embedded on the surface. They have been widely used in the entertainment industry and graphics applications for multi-resolution modeling and animation [6] . Their applications to CAD have also been investigated systematically by researchers [19] . As face number increases exponentially, however, it is pertinent to explore adaptive refinement strategies for efficient tessellation and rendering of subdivision surfaces [11] [12] , [14] , [29] . For proper implementation, several challenging issues must be addressed for adaptive subdivision. One of the important issues is then an appropriate criterion in order to determine regions for further refinement. As two faces sharing an edge may have a different subdivision level in adaptive subdivision, cracks will usually appear along mesh boundaries of different levels if there is no special treatment. Furthermore, extra data structure is needed in order to correctly evaluate vertices of a refined mesh in adaptive subdivision. We can roughly classify the error control criteria into two classes. One is based on the geometry of control meshes and subdivision surfaces [3] , [15] , [17] , [20] , [23] , [27] , [30] , [32] and the other relates to non-geometric properties, such as viewpoint, projected size, spatial region and so on [7] , [10] , [13] , [21] , [24] [25] , [31] . In literature, there are also adaptive strategies based on non-geometric metrics such as view dependent tessellation [22] , ratio of curvature to the silhouette dot production [1] , interest-value driven adaptive subdivision [10] , directional light function error [13] and even combination of the above metrics [21] , [24] [25] . In addition, hardware support is also exploited for adaptive tessellation on the fly [2] , [24] [25] . Methods for correctly evaluating updated old vertices and newly inserted vertices can be put into three categories. Carefully exploiting the relationship between positions of a vertex in different subdivision levels, Müller and Jaeschke devised their adaptive scheme calculating vertices using the information of the adaptively refined mesh itself [20] . The second kind of approaches usually records enough neighboring information at the same subdivision level for areas to be modified [16] , [24] [25] . The last category evaluates vertices using corresponding parametric representations of the subdivision surfaces [4] , [15] , [30] , [32] . Cracks are often removed using local triangulation of the critical regions where faces of different levels meet together. A direct approach is to view the crack, a polygonal hole, as a new face [14] . Most of the methods annihilate the cracks by splitting the faces with lower levels. Dyken et al. introduced an elegant snap function to maintain consistency between regions with different resolution level [8] . Boubekeur and Schlick provided a generic adaptive refinement kernel for all kinds of representations such as B-spline surfaces, Berzier patches and subdivision surfaces [5] . These GPU-oriented approaches generally only perform semi-uniform adaptive strategy, namely, the depth may be different for initial polygonal facets but refinement should be uniform inside the facets. Though many papers have been devoted to adaptive subdivisions, most of them aim at a specific subdivision scheme. Zorin and Schröder designed an adaptive strategy for their unified subdivision in [8] , it is not clear whether the approach was applied to all schemes of the framework. Recently, Sovakar and Kobbelt [26] described an API design method for adaptive refinement of unified subdivisions based on a 3 splitting operator. Sharp-features were however not addressed in [5] . The vertex-centered adaptive subdivision of Smith [27] contributed to the treatment of sharp and semisharp features for specific subdivisions. The approach results in an undesirable feature ending up with arbitrary polygonal meshes for all schemes implemented so far. Moreover, only a simple example was presented in [27] . This paper presents a strategy for adaptive subdivision with implementation details. It aims at providing a general API for unified subdivisions with sharp features and semi-sharp features. Theoretically, all aforementioned criteria can be reformulated to our strategy. We adapt the normal angle and vertex distance error metrics and devise an edge error metric to test our approach in implementation. In addition, an ordinary face splitting style previously used in [3] is employed to split critical mesh faces for preventing cracks.
UNIFIED SUBDIVISION ON TRIANGLE MESHES
In connection with unified subdivision, Zorin and Schröder [33] and Stam [28] independently proposed a unified subdivision scheme generalizing tensor-product B-spline surfaces of higher degree. This section briefly describes the unified subdivision as an extension of Loop subdivision to which our adaptive strategy will be applied. For a given mesh, a linear 1-4 splitting operator firstly inserts a vertex (E-vertex) into each edge, and then splits each face into four (see Fig. 1(a) ). A refined mesh is produced after one round of splitting and repeated averaging operations. A VF-type averaging operator produces the centroid for each face from the corresponding corner vertices (see Fig. 1(b) ), while a FV-type averaging operator produces a new position for each mesh vertex from the centroids of its neighboring faces (see Fig. 1(c) ). Similarly, a VV-type averaging operator updates the position of a vertex as the weighted average of its adjacent vertices as well as itself (see Fig. 1(d) ). 
Stam's VV-type Operation
Stam generalized three-direction box splines to arbitrary triangular meshes using a VV-type geometric operator (see Fig. 1(d) ). The weights of the VV-type averaging operator are defined such that one linear
refinement and one step of VV-type operator (with d=1) is identical to Loop scheme (see Fig. 2 ). It results in [28] Append [2] ) to the face array; 8 } Tab. 1: Uniform refinement for unified subdivision.
Boundaries and Sharp Features Modeling
We follow the idea of [9] respectively. For each dart, we then update the tags of crease vertices whose distance to the dart via crease edges is d or less as the distance plus 1. Notice that if a corner is encountered, the procedure is then terminated. Fig. 3 depicts how the tag change for
. In mesh splitting, linear refinement is applied to both crease and smooth edges while all old vertices are interpolated. The type of crease vertices and newly inserted vertices on crease edges changes as follows. Let
As for E-vertex
, it is tagged with type 
THE PROPOSED ADAPTIVE SUBDIVISION STRATEGY
Our approach is a generalization of the strategy described in [16] . After each level of adaptive subdivision, we partition the mesh faces into two sets, i.e. divisible and indivisible faces. Divisible faces should be further refined. As all faces in the divisible mesh have the same subdivision level and, hence, only the ordinary uniform subdivision is performed to refine them further. However, in order to correctly perform refinement near boundaries, we need to maintain a number of extra layers of faces around the boundaries of the divisible mesh (see section 4). 
INDIVISIBLE FACE DICISION
We consider two types of criteria to determine whether a face needs to split further. The first criterion is to test the planarity of the mesh face, while the second criterion is used to verify whether the position of a vertex meets a pre-specified termination error.
Planarity of Faces
We slightly make a modification to the approach of Amresh and Farin [8] by extending the set of neighboring faces. Let 
For a given threshold
, and divisible otherwise. If a threshold is specified by the normal angle T  between two faces, it can be converted into the   threshold as follows: 
However, further exploration is necessary for those f containing a non-smooth vertex. To clearly describe this case, we firstly define a face path on
 be a sequence of n faces such that i f and
, we call the sequence a face path from 0 f to 1  n f . If there is no crease edge shared by these faces, we say that the path is a crease-free face path.
On the submesh consisting of faces of
, we introduce a notation f g  which denotes the case that there is a crease-free face path from g to f . The planarity of f is adapted to
3)
The divisibility of a face having crease or boundary edges depends on not only the planarity of the face itself, but also the divisibility of the associated crease or boundary edges. Suppose that v is a crease vertex and
are two crease edge incident to it. Let us further introduce the following
In case that v is not a crease vertex, we set 0
. The planarity of a crease edge
The planarity of e can be defined similarly if e is a boundary edge. Also, introduce 0 ) (  e P for an internal smooth edge e . It finally results in the following extended planarity of face f .
is the edge set of f .
We have pointed out that the normal angle criterion is a 
generated after l steps of subdivision, this auxiliary criterion for determining whether the face is indivisible is defined as 
Vertex Error Metric
With the increase of averaging times, the termination condition described in section 4.1 becomes inaccurate due to the fact that the underlying subdivision masks are much larger than the 1-ring neighborhood of a mesh face. Here we describe another criterion based on vertex distance. We then adapt the criterion to general subdivisions for which the explicit vertex limit is unavailable. (4.10)
Though the limit position of a control vertex can be computed analytically or numerically for a specific subdivision scheme it is not available for general unified subdivisions. We introduce the following metric as an alternative criterion in this case 
Edge Error Metric
Noting that the vertex error metric does not work for interpolatory subdivisions for which control vertices are on the limit surface. We explore another error metric, the so-called edge error metric such that the strategy is capable of handling both approximatory and interpolatory subdivisions. Also, assume that 
can be evaluated by
(4.12)
The edge error metric is then defined as the maximum of the orthogonal distances from limit position For given threshold  , f is indivisible if
and divisible otherwise. In this case, the relative error given in Eq. (4.8) also works. Certainly, for subdivisions whose limit behavior is unknown, Eq. (4.13) can be modified to
where
is the same as that in Eq. (4.11), while
Classification of Faces and Vertices
As described in section 3, we do not remove all indivisible faces from the divisible mesh after its faces being classified into divisible and indivisible ones in order to correctly subdividing the divisible faces in the next step of refinement. Let d be the number of averaging operations involved. Then d layers of faces around a face f are required in order to achieve this goal. In other words, those indivisible faces located within the d-ring neighborhood of f should be kept in the divisible mesh. Therefore we assign a label, which ranges from 0 to d , to each vertex and each face of the divisible mesh firstly. Initially the label of f is assigned as follows
And the label of vertex v of a face is given by
and   j v L , have been calculated for all faces and vertices. We update labels according to the following rules:
are then the appropriate labels of faces and vertices of the divisible mesh.
CRACKS PREVENTION
If a face in the indivisible mesh shares an edge with a divisible face in the divisible mesh, cracks appear after the divisible face is refined in the next round of subdivision. Some indivisible faces of the indivisible mesh are also refined according to the number of the divisible faces sharing the same edge with the indivisible face in order to annihilate the cracks. The treatment is initiated after the divisible mesh is subdivided because newly inserted vertices into the shared edges are produced at this stage. In general, each indivisible face has four possible splitting patterns which respectively correspond to the number of neighboring divisible faces sharing an edge with the indivisible face being 0, 1, 2 and 3 as shown in Fig. 8 . 
SEMI-SHARP CREASES HANDLING
In uniform subdivisions, semi-sharp creases are produced by refining the mesh through applying geometric rules for generating sharp features to regions tagged with sharp features in initial several steps of subdivision and then performing smooth rules in the rest of subdivision. Hence, in adaptive refinement, we always refine those faces adjacent to sharp feature vertices in the initial several steps
of subdivision, namely, tag these faces as divisible regardless their planarity. We denote the number of the initial steps by  . Fig. 13 illustrates an example with 2   .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
As an example, we implemented the proposed adaptive refinement of unified subdivisions operating upon triangle meshes. The implementation was realized using a Thinkpad T60p laptop PC with 2.0GHz CPU and 512MB RAM. When the number of averaging operations for each level of refinement equals to one, the unified subdivision on triangle meshes produces Loop subdivision surfaces. In this case, we also tested the strategy for Loop subdivision using the criterion defined by Eqs. (4.8)-(4.9) which prevents a face from further splitting using the distance between vertices as well as midpoints of edges of the face and their limit positions. In the following we demonstrate the versatility of the proposed approach by applying the proposed adaptive subdivision to a variety of models. Fig. 9 depicts the results of different unified subdivisions with 1, 2, and 3 steps of averaging operations. All results are generated under a normal angle threshold T  =  5 . Fig. 10 illustrates an example for adaptively subdividing open models with also T  =  5 . Both examples demonstrate that the resolution levels uniformly increase from the area with lower curvature to the area with higher curvature. In fact, the proposed strategy generally produces adaptively refined meshes with less difference of subdivision levels of adjacent faces for models without sharp features. The proposed strategy can produce an adaptive triangle mesh with good aspect ratio for this kind of models. The situation is different for adaptive refinement of models with sharp features. It is possible that a flat region and a highly curved region are separated by a crease on such models. This leads to the connection of faces with much lower resolution (in a flat region) with faces of higher resolution (in a curved region) through a crease edge. The proposed strategy tends to produce narrow triangles along crease edges in this situation since it has to split the faces with lower resolution multiple times along the crease edge in order to avoid cracks. This can be observed from the examples shown in Figs 11-12 .
The rendering quality is satisfactory as seen in Fig. 11(c) and Fig. 12 metrics not used). In the first two rounds of subdivision, faces incident on crease vertices and corners are enforced to be divisible. The maximum depth of subdivision is 8 and a face compression ratio is 4.2% compared with that of uniform subdivision of 8 levels. The face compression ratio refers to the ratio of face number of adaptive subdivision over that of uniform subdivision. Fig. 14 illustrates some examples produced by applying vertex metric only or edge metric only to the above initial models. Related experimental data is listed in Tab. 3. The initial models used in this table are the same as those summarized in Tab. 2.
Regarding the selection of appropriate error metrics, both vertex and edge error metrics can be used to produce an adaptive mesh with a roughly expected relative mesh error, though the relative error threshold r is actually not a direct measure for model accuracy. Experimental results also show that such metrics tend to yield results with small difference in resolution between adjacent faces than that using the normal angle metric. This can be observed by comparing Fig. 9(c), Fig. 10(c), Fig. 11(c) and Fig.  12(c) with Figs. 14(a)-(b) , respectively. As the normal angle between adjacent faces reflects the most important visual property, it is generally easier to produce adaptive meshes with good visual appearance using the normal angle metric. If a visually high quality appealing adaptive mesh is needed, one should use the normal angle metric with an appropriate normal angle threshold T  for adjusting mesh resolution.
Models
Adaptive 
CONCLUSIONS
We described a universal strategy for adaptively refining general models with sharp features. A unified interface is proposed for the implementation of adaptive subdivisions of unified subdivision schemes based on a splitting operator and repeated averaging operations. Though only subdivisions based on the 1-4 splitting operator for triangular meshes are discussed in the paper, the approach is applicable to any other topological operators and polygonal meshes. As future work, it is useful to conduct a comparative study and further investigate the impact of different error criteria on the complexity and quality of the refined meshes of adaptive subdivision. On the other hand, this paper only considered primal subdivisions, while adaptive dual unified subdivisions remain open due to the difficulty in modeling sharp features with this kind of subdivisions. It is also an interesting topic to apply the proposed adaptive subdivision strategy for the manipulation of subdivision surfaces, such as intersection, trimming, Boolean operations and collision detection of subdivision based 3D models.
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